
WINES CATALOGUE



Vineyards in Agliano Terme



Our history begins at the beginning of the last century in Nizza Monferrato Piedmont, the heart of the Barbera d’Asti district. 

Territory and vineyards, which are the soul of the grape, immediately became the winery’s main features when

Arturo Bersano, man of great intuitions, took up the family business. His motto was “if you want to drink well, get yourself

a vineyard” which is an inspiration for our everyday philosophy and work. The great passion that inspired the winery 

makes Bersano one of the most important and largest private owned wineries in the country. Bersano’s adventure in

the world of wine started with Cremosina Estate where Arturo had a real “coupe de foudre” struck by the beauty and enchantment 

of the place.  After the Cremosina and the vineyards 

surrounding the estate’s purchase, Bersano acquired new 

vineyards in Langhe area (Cascina Badarina in Serralunga 

d’Alba), in the Monferrato aerea with the expansion of 

Barbara’s vineyards (Cascina Generala, Vigneto Monteolivo, 

Cascina Prata, Cascina Buccelli) and the prestigious estates 

surrounding the Moscato vineyards (Cascina San Michele), 

Brachetto vineyards (Cascina Castelgaro), Ruché and

Grignolino (Cascina San Pietro). 

BERSANO A REALITY MADE OF
LAND, MEN AND TRADITION.

A STORY STARTED IN THE FIRST YEAR OF THE LAST CENTURY.



NIZZA MONFERRATO, 
IN THE HEART OF THE BARBERA D’ASTI DISTRICT.

230 HECTARES IN THE BEST CRUS OF PIEDMONT.

Estate in Nizza Monferrato



NIZZA MONFERRATO, 
IN THE HEART OF THE BARBERA D’ASTI DISTRICT.

230 HECTARES IN THE BEST CRUS OF PIEDMONT.

THE VINEYARDS, THE GRAPES, THE HARVEST 
THE VINIFICATION AND THE REFINEMENT.

Our vineyards are located in the best crus of Piedmont and strongly linked with a terroir which make our wines so unique 

and with a strong personality. A team of talented winemakers and agronomists use their experience and abilities to get 

the best product of human effort thanks to the loving care of the vineyard, correct choice of land, exposures of the grapes, 

the best pruning techniques for the best selection of grapes. Starting with gentle pressing and continuing with traditional 

but carefully controlled winemaking techniques with the choice of wood to be used for ageing and refinement we create

fine, elegant and well-structured wines which are the main distinctive features of the winery.

 



THE MUSEUM OF OLD FARM TOOLS.
THE FINE WINE PRINT MUSEUM.



BERSANO MUSEUMS: A MEMORY
 OF WHAT MADE OUR WINES GREAT.

Arturo Bersano’s meeting with the agricultural world was inevitable. The next step was easily done: Arturo became a 

keen collector of the farmer’s tools which were used on a daily basis. The first pieces collected are the agricultural carts 

from the village of Barbaresco and the documents dating back to the end of 1500 are the base of the birth of the Museum 

of Old Farm Tools and the Print  Museum. A nice walk among ploughs, old wine barrels, wine presses, hoes, sickles takes 

you back in time. 

The Fine Wine Prints Museum drives the visitors through a marvellous collection of old wine labels, old geographical 

vineyards maps, views of castles, a collection of 19th 

centuries Menus up to last centuries,old publicity on 

wines. Among the most beautiful masterpieces are the 

engravings of Callot (1635) together with Maestro 

Raimondi from a painting of Raffaello Sanzio. Although 

the real masterpiece of the museum is “Pomona Book”, 

the first Italian complete collection of grape varieties 

written by Giorgio Gallesio in 1817. The first database of 

Italian wines.



BAROLO DOCG
BADARINA

NIZZA DOCG 
RISERVA GENERALA

Variety Nebbiolo,  harvest end of October, vinification 

in stainless steel, refinement 6 months in french 

barriques,  30 months in oak casks, 6 months in the 

bottle.

Intense ruby red with deep garnet hues. Strong scent 

bouquet of backberry and ripe red fruit with pleasant 

spicy and balsamic notes. 

Game, roasts and strongly flavoured cheeses. 

Excellent longevity, over 10 years. 

75 cl., 150 cl

Variety Barbera, harvest the first fortnight of 

October, vinification in stainless steel, refinement 

6 months in french tonneaux, 6 months in oak 

casks, 12 months in the bottle.

Intense ruby red color. Its bouquet is pervasive and 

complex with fine boisé, hints of spice, vanilla, warm 

tones of chocolate, red fruits and cherry. Rich and 

velvety, very elegant, with an intense finish bringing 

back its pleasant fruity notes. 

Elaborate first courses, red meats, wild game, 

full-flavoured cheeses

Longevity 4/6 years. 

75 cl., 150 cl

BAROLO DOCG 
RISERVA BADARINA

Variety Nebbiolo, harvest end of october, 

vinification in stainless steel, refinement 5 years 

in large and small oak barrels and in the bottle.

Deep garnet red colour that becomes more 

intense over time. A great wine suitable for long 

ageing. The bouquet is intense, pleasant, complex 

with hints of cocoa, mint, black berry and leather. 

Dry, full-bodied, becoming softer, velvety with 

ageing. Excellent with game, truffles, mushrooms, 

spice cheese, roasted meat. 

Excellent longevity.

75 cl.



BARBERA D’ASTI DOCG 
SUPERIORE 
CREMOSINA

Variety Barbera, harvest the first decade of 

october,  vinification in stainless steel, refinement 

12 months in oak casks, 6 months in the bottle.

Ruby red with hues tending to violet. Characteristic 

vinous bouquet offering hints of raspberry and violet. 

Full typical and persistent flavour. 

Pairing with all courses, red meats and medium to 

aged cheeses. 

Longevity 4/6 years. 

75 cl., 150 cl. 

PINOT NOIR
PIEMONTE DOC
LA PRATA

Variety Pinot Noir, harvest end of august, 

vinification in stainless steel, refinement  in 

French oak barrels and bottle.

Ruby red color. Complex, intense, characteristic 

aroma of the grapes, with hints of small red fruits, 

cherry and blackberry, on notes finely vanilla and 

spicy. Harmonious and well balanced taste. Good 

structure and excellent persistence. Excellent with 

savory ground dishes, mushroom dishes, game and 

aged cheeses. 

Long-lived wine. 

75 cl.

CRUS
The word “Cru”  in French indicates a specific small wine-producing area with an extent 

of terrain having a certain physical homogeneity considered from the point of view of the 

nature of the soil as communicating a particular characteristic to its production, notably 

to wine. To guarantee wines of great personality, Bersano selects vineyards with unique 

terroir that are expression of the estate.

RUCHÈ  DI CASTAGNOLE 
MONFERRATO  DOCG
SAN PIETRO REALTO

Variety Ruchè, harvest half of october, vinification in 

stainless steel, refinement 2 months in the bottle.

A very intense, fruity and aromatic bouquet. Its 

flavour is harmonious, velvety, pleasantly flavourful 

and dry. Excellent as aperitif, suggested also with 

appetizers, white meat, bagna cauda. 

Ready to drink.

75 cl. 

Estate in Nizza Monferrato



Variety Nebbiolo,  harvest the first fortnight of October,  

vinification in stainless steel, refinement for at least 

36 months in large oak casks and in the bottle.

An intense ruby red tending to garnet with slight 

orange reflections reveals at the nose an intense, 

fascinating bouquet with notes of spice and ripe 

fruit. The taste is rich and lasting with delicate 

tannins, traces of leather, liquorice and pepper, 

matched to pleasant notes of withered violet and 

a hint of prunes. Game, red meats, elaborate main 

courses, truffles and mature savoury cheeses.

Excellent longevity.

75 cl., 50 cl., 150 cl. 

BAROLO DOCG
NIRVASCO

BARBARESCO DOCG 
MANTICO

Variety Nebbiolo, harvest the first fortnight of October,  

vinification in stainless steel, refinement for at least 

24 months in large oak casks and in the bottle.

Full and pulpy, after a refinement  in wood, it takes 

on a garnet colour and a sincere, delicate and velvety 

taste. Characterized by notes of morello cherry, it 

opens out into a crescendo of redcurrant, cocoa and 

violet, accompanied by goudron finish. In the mouth 

it confirms a great structure with a full and intense 

aftertaste, elegant tannins and a warm alcoholic 

note. Game, wildfowl, red meats, elaborate main 

courses, truffles and mature savoury cheeses. 

Excellent longevity 

75 cl., 50 cl.

Variety Nebbiolo, harvest first decade of October, 

vinification in stainless steel, refinement minimum 

12 months.

Ruby red color with garnet reflections and an intense 

and lasting slightly spicy bouquet and red fruits with 

hints of underwood. Full and robust character, with 

an excellent balance of fruit and tannins which gives 

a full and robust character and long aftertaste. 

Smooth with an elegant finish. Elaborate first dishes, 

risotto, white and red meat, cheeses.

Excellent longevity

75 cl.

NEBBIOLO D’ALBA DOP
PAISAN



GRIGNOLINO D’ASTI DOP
VALDELSALTO

Variety Grignolino, harvest half of September, 

vinification in stainless steel.

Characteristic cherry red colour. Delicate but persistent 

at the nose with notes of rose and cherry combined with 

a scent of white pepper. Dry, fresh, persistent with a finish 

containing notes of clove, rose and geranium.  As aperitif, 

all through the meal, with appetizers and salads. 

Ready to drink. 

75 cl., 50 cl.

Variety Barbera, harvest end of september, 

vinification in stainless steel, refinement for at 

least  6 months in oak casks, stainless steel and 

in the bottle.

Deep ruby red with hues tending to garnet. 

Intense bouquet with notes of spice, tobacco and 

eucalyptus. Clean-cut by palate, rich with long 

finish with pronounced notes of fruit and cocoa. 

Excellent all through the meal, with white and 

red meat, cheeses.

Medium longevity. 

75 cl., 50 cl., 150 cl., 300 cl.

BARBERA D’ASTI DOCG 
COSTALUNGA

Variety Barbera, harvest end of September, vinifica-

tion in stainless steel.

Deep ruby red with an intense bouquet of cherry, 

black fruits and spice. The taste is full, round and 

well balanced with hints of cocoa, caramel, and a 

long finish. 

Elaborate first courses, white and red meats, 

cheeses. 

Medium longevity. 

75 cl.

BARBERA D’ALBA DOP
SANGUIGNA

Vineyards in Serralunga d’Alba

CLASSIC LINE
The wines that made Piedmont famous all over the world are part of the Bersano Classic line 

for more than 100 years. Bersano boasts more than half a century of experience working 

specifically with Barolo. The Ministry of Agriculture recognizes its dedication and constance 

by making an exception to the strict regulations governing the production of Barolo and 

permitting vinification and bottling to take place in Nizza Monferrato. 



DOLCETTO D’ALBA DOP
COLDELFOSSO

Variety Dolcetto, harvest third decade of septem-

ber,  vinification in stainless steel.

Bright ruby red colour with brilliant violet hues. A fruity 

bouquet of blueberries and raspberries with a 

balsamic layer. The palate is harmonic and fresh with 

a slight herbaceous note. 

Excellent all through the meal, with white and red 

meat, cheeses.

Ready to drink. 

75 cl., 50 cl. 

DOLCETTO D’ASTI DOP
PIANDELPRETE

Variety Dolcetto, harvest third decade of septem-

ber, vinification in stainless steel.

Ruby red colour, a characteristic vinous bouquet 

with hints of red fruits. Well-balanced, fresh, with 

notes of raspberries, cherry and a moderate 

acidity. 

Excellent all through the meal, with white and red 

meat, cheeses.

Ready to drink. 

75 cl.

Variety Cortese,  harvest second decade of septem-

ber,  vinification in stainless steel.

Bright straw yellow with greenish hues. The 

bouquet is characteristic and fragrant, with hints 

of pineapple and peach, and a note of apricot. Rich 

and full in the mouth with a long fruity and 

persistent aftertaste.

Excellent as an aperitif, recommended with hors 

d’oeuvres, shellfish and fish dishes in general.

Ready to drink. 

75 cl.

GAVI DOCG 
DEL COMUNE DI GAVI 



Vineyards in Mombaruzzo

Variety Arneis, harvest first decade of September, 

vinification in stainless steel.

Straw yellow with greenish hues. A fine bouquet 

of white flowers,  apple and citrus fruit. Fresh and 

harmonious by palate with a good body and fruity 

notes and a savoury long finish. 

Excellent all through the meal, with white and red 

meat, cheeses.

Ready to drink. 

75 cl.

ROERO ARNEIS DOCG

Produced between 1600 and 1700 in a small village 

close to Asti called Poirino, from Families of skilled 

Glassmakers. The half bottle size was used for 

intimate lunches or when the intention was to have 

more than one wine on the table. In the XIX century, 

Arturo Bersano rediscovered  it launching the 

unique beauty of these bottle formats. Nowadays 

it has become again trendy and the proposed wines 

are: Barolo, Barbaresco, Barbera d’Asti, Dolcetto 

d’Alba and Grignolino d’Asti

THE TRADITIONAL
‘600 HALF LITER BOTTLE
FROM PIEDMONT

CLASSIC LINE



PIEMONTE DOP BARBERA

Variety Barbera, harvest third decade of septem-

ber,  vinification in stainless steel.

Brilliant ruby red colour, a vinous bouquet with notes 

of red berries, typical of this prestigious wine. 

Clear-cut palate, dry, well-defined, with an harmonic 

bitter taste. Excellent all though the meal.

Ready to drink. 

75 cl., 150 cl. 

MONFERRATO DOP 
DOLCETTO

Variety Dolcetto, harvest second decade of septem-

ber, vinification in stainless steel.

Fine ruby red colour, a delicate and at the same 

time clean-cut bouquet, with a crescendo of 

woodland and red fruit. Fragrant and fresh by 

palate with a good harmony. All through the meal.

Ready to drink. 

75 cl., 150 cl.

Variety Cortese,  harvest second decade of septem-

ber,  vinification in stainless steel.

Bright straw yellow. Delicate and floral bouquet 

with hints of white flowers and pineapple, marked 

by a savoury, fresh and harmonious taste. 

All through the meal. Particularly suggested with 

fish and hors d’oeuvres.

Ready to drink. 

75 cl., 150 cl.

PIEMONTE DOP CORTESE



Estate in Castagnole Monferrato

REGIONAL EXPRESSIONS 
AND INTERNATIONAL 
VARIETIES

Variety Barbera, harvest second decade of 

september,  vinification in stainless steel second 

fermentation in autoclave to enrich it of a delicate 

and pleasant foam.

Brilliant red ruby colour. Intense and fruity bouquet 

with hints of red fruit. Dry and smooth with notes 

of almond, pleasant and persistent violet aftertaste. 

It matches the whole meal, strong flavour such as 

salami and BBQ. 

Ready to drink. 

75 cl. 

BARBERA DEL 
MONFERRATO DOP 
FRIZZANTE LA POMONA

The Piedmont wine region has excellent natural characteristics with unique terroirs making it one 

of the best known Italian wine districts in the world. Above all for the indigenous grape varieties 

such as Barbera, Dolcetto and Cortese, Piedmonte has now become the perfect setting for some 

international varietals such as Pinot Noir and Sauvignon that can express the Region’s rich and 

complex organoleptic qualities. 

Variety Sauvignon Blanc,  harvest first fortnight in 

September, vinification in stainless steel.

Straw yellow colour. Intense and complex bouquet 

with fruity notes of peach, pineapple, lychee and floral 

hints which reveal the characteristics of the variety. 

Pleasantly dry, fresh and with a right acidity.

As an aperitif, with fish, shellfishes and with fresh 

and medium cheeses. 

Ready to drink. 

75 cl.

PIEMONTE DOP
SAUVIGNON 
ANTARA



ARTURO BERSANO 
METODO CLASSICO 
BRUT

Variety Pinot Noir,  harvest end of august, classic 

method vinification with fermentation in the bottle 

and maturation on yeasts minimum 24 months.

Straw yellow with golden hues. Fine and persistent 

perlage. Characteristic aroma of bread crust, 

complex bouquet with hints of vanilla and white 

peach, sapid and well-balanced. 

As an aperitif and through all the meal. To be drunk 

in special occasions and add touches of festive spirit 

to the toasting. 

75 cl., 150 cl.

ARTUR.O 
METODO CLASSICO 
PAS DOSÉ

Variety Pinot Nero vinified as white, harvest end of 

august, classic method vinification with fermentation  

in the bottle and maturation on yeasts  minimum 66 

months.

Straw yellow with golden reflections. Fine and 

persistent perlage with abundant and creamy froth.

Intense and open bouquet with hints of yeast and 

bread crust on vanilla, citrus and white flowers. 

Fresh taste, savory and well defined, harmonized 

by an important structure and a pleasant 

persistence.

Excellent aperitif, for the whole meal, with important 

appetizers and fish dishes.

75 cl.

ARTUROSÉ 
METODO CLASSICO 
BRUT-ROSÉ

Variety Pinot Noir vinified as rosé,  harvest end 

of august, classic method vinification with 

fermentation in the bottle and maturation on 

yeasts minimum 24 months.

Delicate salmon pink, bright and crystal clear with 

light copper hues. Fine and persistent perlage. 

Fresh and elegant, delicate, complex and characte-

ristic of bread crust with delicate notes of vanilla. 

Fine and well-balanced with long aromatic 

persistence. Perfect as aperitif, great all through 

the meal, enhance the taste of shellfishes and 

Parmesan and medium cheeses. Excellent with 

dessert. 

75 cl.



Brachetto Vineyards

Variety  Brachetto  vinified as rosé, harvest in the 

first ten days  of september, Charmat method 

vinification in stainless steel. 

Pale garnet pink. Delicate and aromatic 

bouquet with pleasant notes of rose and violet. 

Fresh, sapid soft and silky taste with a nicely 

finishing of  currants and raspberries.

Excellent aperitif, with appetizers, vegetables, 

delicate first courses, fish and blue cheeses.

75 cl.

ACQUI DOCG
SPUMANTE BRUT-ROSÉ

In first years of The Fifties Arturo Bersano was the pioneer and first producer of Brachetto 

d’Acqui Spumante. Nowadays this unique intuition proved to be very successful. Best with 

dessert and fresh fruit, Brachetto is also highly appreciated as an aperitif. Thanks to its low 

alcoholic volume and to its fine rosé colour it is enjoyed also outside the meal as a delicious 

thirst quencher. One of the Kings of aromatic wines, in combination with sweet and savoury 

specialities from its area of origin, now also the best of the gastronomy is traditionally 

associated with this wine.

Variety Pinot Noir,  harvest end of august, Charmat 

method vinification in stainless steel and maturation 

on yeasts for minimum 6 months.

A bright straw yellow colour with a fine mousse 

and a delicate and lasting perlage. A fragrant 

bouquet with notes of bread crust and rennet 

apples.  Dry and fresh, with full body. 

Ideal as aperitif, with fish hors d’oeuvres and all 

through the meal. 

75 cl.

PINOT OLTREPÒ PAVESE 
DOP SPUMANTE

SPARKLING WINES



Variety Brachetto, harvest first decade of 

september, Charmat method vinification in 

stainless steel.

Ruby red colour tending to rosé. Wide bouquet 

with notes of open rose. The taste is pleasantly 

fresh and sweet, balanced, with clear aromatic 

traces of roses and violets. 

Ideal with all dry and fresh pastries, fresh fruits 

and a delicious aperitif. 

75 cl.

BRACHETTO D’ACQUI
DOCG SPUMANTE

Variety Moscato, harvest first decade of septem-

ber, Charmat method vinification in stainless 

steel.

A straw yellow wine, it presents a delicate and 

persistent perlage. The bouquet is fine, typically 

aromatic, with notes of citrus and sage; an intense 

and long finish. By palate is fresh and fragrant, with 

hints of peach, apricot and citron. 

Ideal with all dry and fresh pastries, fresh fruits and 

peaches. Excellent with Amaretti cookies 

75 cl.

ASTI DOCG

Variety moscato – harvest mid of september – 

soft pressing of the grapes, must is then kept at 

0° till the fermentation process in autoclave 

followed by bottling.

Straw yellow colour with light golden reflections, 

intense and aromatic bouquet typical of moscato 

grapes with hints of peach, sage and lemon with 

a delicate finishing of acacia flowers. The taste is 

gently sweet, with good and delicate fizz and an 

elegant aftertaste. Fresh and dry pastries, excellent 

with Amaretti, the famous almond cookies, creamy 

cakes and tropical fruits. 

Ready to drink. 

75 cl.

MOSCATO D’ASTI DOCG 
MONTEOLIVO

SERRALUNGA D’ALBA



Moscato Vineyards in Nizza Monferrato

SWEET WINES
Known since Roman Times, the “vinum acquaense” was an aromatic and sweet wine with 

a unique bouquet of rose and violet that was served in Acqui Terme and was the forerunner 

of the modern Brachetto d’Acqui. The Muscatellum (today we call if Moscato) was already 

a very popular wine among the Greeks and Romans as well and has a very old tradition. 

Both wines have found the best land to grow in Piedmont; during 1800 thanks to the great 

technical ability of Piedmontese agronomists and winemakers these wines become famous 

and appreciated all over the world since the beginning.

ASTI
NIZZA M.TO

CASTAGNOLE M.TO

AGLIANO TERME

ACQUI TERME

ALBA
SERRALUNGA D’ALBA

ASTI

ALESSANDRIA

TORINO

NIZZA M.TO

ALBA



BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO 
DOCG

Variety Sangiovese Grosso,  harvest september, 

vinification in stainless steel,  refinement 48 

months in oak casks.

Fine garnet red colour. Rich and noble with spicy 

woodland notes. Open flavour of musk and 

underwood. Full, rounded with fine tannins. A long 

warm finish with notes of liquorice and elegant 

boisé. 

Roast and braised meats, game and mature 

cheeses.

Excellent longevity.

75 cl.

ROSSO DI MONTALCINO 
DOC

Variety Sangiovese Grosso,  harvest september,  

vinification in stainless steel, refinement 

minimum 6 months.

Intense ruby red with violet reflections. Elegant and 

persistent floral notes in harmony with red currants 

and raspberries. Soft tannins with a good structure.  

Roast meats and structured first dishes.

Excellent longevity.

75 cl. 

Variety Sangiovese Grosso, Canaiolo nero, 

Prugnolo gentile,  harvest september, vinification 

in stainless steel,  refinement 24 months in oak 

casks.

Deep ruby colour tending to garnet with ageing. 

Reminiscents of violets with notes of leather and 

musk. Full and round. Long and round finish with 

notes of almonds. 

Red meats, game and aged cheeses.

Excellent longevity.

75 cl.

VINO NOBILE DI 
MONTEPULCIANO DOCG



GRANDUCATO
In the province of Siena, in the ideal point of confluence between the Chianti Classico and 

the Chianti DOCG areas, Granducato is born, a Brand that for over half a century has been 

offering prestigious, noble wines. Perfect symbiosis between the experience and the modern 

technology, cultural expression of the Tuscan people linked to the roots of its great history 

and at the same time open to progress and innovation, offers the wines of the most classic 

Tuscan tradition according to high quality standards.

MORELLINO DI SCANSANO 
DOCG GRETAIO

Variety Sangiovese, harvest september,  vinifica-

tion in stainless steel.

Ruby red tending to purple. Fruity sensations of plum, 

blackberry and slight spicy hints with a background 

of leather and tobacco. The taste is round and rich 

with ripe cherry and soft tannins with a good balance 

of acidity and freshness. 

Red meats, mushrooms, grilled meats and cheeses. 

Medium longevity.

75 cl. 

CHIANTI CLASSICO 
DOCG RISERVA

Variety Sangiovese, Canaiolo, Colorino toscano,   

harvest october, vinification in stainless steel, 

refinement 24 months in oak casks and bottle.

Fine garnet red colour. Fine bouquet with hints of 

red fruit, violets and some notes of vanilla and 

cocoa. Elegant with soft tanning and a flavour of 

coffee and liquorice. 

First courses, red meats, pâté and fois gras, 

mature cheeses. 

Excellent longevity.

75 cl

CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG

Variety Sangiovese, Canaiolo, Colorino toscano,   

harvest october, vinification in stainless steel,  

refinement 12 months in oak casks.

Intense ruby red colour. Spicy bouquet with red berry 

fruits. Smooth and rich, never too aggressive. Full 

bodied with a long and pleasant finish. 

All through the meal. 

Medium longevity.

75 cl.



CHIANTI DOCG

Variety Sangiovese, Canaiolo nero, Trebbiano 

toscano and Malvasia, harvest september,   

vinification in stainless steel.

Intense ruby red. Fruity with hints of blueberry and 

raspberry. Harmonious, fresh on the palate, with soft 

and round tannins. 

All through the meal.

Ready to drink. 

75 cl.  

Straw Traditional Bottle (Fiasco) 50, 75 cl.

Variety Vernaccia, harvest september,  vinification 

in stainless stell.

Light straw yellow. Intense and fruity bouquet with 

notes of peach and apricot and delicate floral hints. 

Fresh, smooth, dry and round. A fine wine with 

slight acidity. 

Fish, first courses, white meat. 

Ready to drink. 

75 cl.

VERNACCIA 
DI SAN GIMIGNANO DOGC

IL SANTO 
VINO LIQUOROSO

Variety Trebbiano, Malvasia, San Colombano.

Golden yellow. Fine and intense bouquet with 

sweet, fruited aromas and flavours of dried fruits 

such as apricots, apples, figs and raisins. Candied 

fruits and honey. Sweet but not cloying, it’s also 

rich with caramel tones and hints of toasted 

almonds. Best with dried pastries and the famous 

Tuscan cookies “Cantucci”.

75 cl.



SAN GIMIGNANO
VERNACCIA DI SAN 
GIMIGNANO

GRANDUCATO

MONTALCINO
BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO
ROSSO DI MONTALCINO

CHIANTI
CHIANTI CLASSICO

MONTEPULCIANO
NOBILE DI MONTEPULCIANO

SCANSANO
MORELLINO

FIRENZE

SIENA
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